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ABSTRACT: The proportion of the world’s population exposed to above-average monthly temperatures has been rising consistently in recent decades and will continue to grow. This and similar trends make it more likely that people will personally experience extreme weather events and seasonal changes related to climate change. A question that follows from this is to what extent experiences may influence climate-related beliefs, attitudes, and the willingness to act. Although research is being done to examine the effects of such experiences, many of these studies have two important shortcomings. First, if they do make assumptions about psychological processes, they do not typically corroborate them with empirical evidence. In other words, a considerable body of research in this field rests on relatively unfounded intuitions. To advance the theoretical understanding of how experiences of climate change could affect the motivation to act on climate change, we introduce a conceptual framework that organizes insights from psychology along three clusters of processes: 1) noticing and remembering, 2) mental representations, and 3) risk processing and decision-making. Within each of these steps, we identify and explicate psychological processes that could occur when people personally experience climate change, and we formulate theory-based, testable hypotheses. By making assumptions explicit and tying them to findings from basic and applied research from psychology, this paper provides a solid basis for future research and for advancing theory.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: A growing number of people experience environmental changes and weather events that are likely manifestations of human-made climate change (e.g., heat waves, wildfires, or floods). Research has started to examine whether experiencing events influences how ordinary people feel about climate change and possible measures to reduce its extent and to adapt to its consequences. The purpose of this review is to identify and explain in detail psychological processes that could occur when people personally experience climate change and formulate theory-based, testable hypotheses that focus on three clusters of processes (noticing and remembering, mental representations, and decision-making). This work provides a solid basis for future research and for advancing theory.
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1. Introduction

For nonexperts, climate change is difficult to grasp. The definition of climate as the average weather over a duration of decades makes climate change an inherently statistical phenomenon that, strictly speaking, human beings are unable to experience in any immediate sense. Yet, people are able to experience the consequences of environmental and climatic changes. For instance, climate change increases the number of people who are exposed to above-average monthly temperatures, La Niña events, thunderstorms, and wildfires and thus makes it more likely that people will personally experience extreme weather events and seasonal changes related to climate change (Cai et al. 2015; Lehner and Stocker 2015; Lin et al. 2012). Research is increasingly being done to examine how people experience and interpret such weather phenomena that can plausibly be linked to the impacts of climate change; for example, discrete extreme weather events (Demsli et al. 2017; Spence et al. 2011) or changes in the seasons (McCright et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2014).

Whether directly attributable to climatic change or not, such experiences have the potential to change beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors by rendering this otherwise abstract phenomenon in terms familiar and concrete (Nicholson-Cole 2005). The empirical evidence for these assumptions is mixed: while some studies support a hypothesized impact of experience on perceptions and behaviors (Demsli et al. 2017; Spence et al. 2011), others have not observed this (Dessai and Sims 2010; Whitmarsh 2008; for a review, see Howe et al. 2019).

Irrespective of empirical findings, many of these studies focus on establishing whether an effect of experience exists and remain unclear about when and how personally experiencing climate change can alter people’s perceptions and behaviors, and what is constituted by the “experience” of climate change. Instead, the focus has been on establishing whether the link
exists or not (for examples, see Howe et al. 2019). A lack of clarity about the process by which experience affects people leaves open the question of which types of event will be consequential and under which circumstances. There is emerging evidence, for example, that for those who feel able to cope with extreme weather events, experience is less likely to have an emotional effect and to translate into intentions to act on climate change (Ogunbode et al. 2019). To advance the understanding of how personal experiences of climate change may affect people, the present article makes a case for a stronger engagement with theory and provides a novel and comprehensive framework that integrates theoretical contributions and empirical findings from across psychology and related disciplines. The increased connection to psychological theory enables researchers to go beyond the question of whether or not there is a link between experiences and individual responses to climate change: it provides a solid basis to formulate testable hypotheses about when and how experiences are likely to trigger different types of cognitive, emotional, and behavioral responses. Table 1 provides specific hypotheses (if enough information is available to formulate expectations) and research questions (if it is less clear what to expect) for the discussed processes.

Our approach begins by describing factors that affect basic awareness of an experience (i.e., whether people notice and remember it). We then focus on interactions between experiences and mental representations, that is, how existing mental representations may influence the processing of experiences and how experiences may, in turn, alter how people think about climate change. Next, we consider how experiences related to climate change may affect the processing of risks and decision-making. Moreover, to reflect that personal experiences do not happen in a vacuum but rather within the context of individuals’ preexisting views and predispositions, we consider how personal characteristics may influence each of the three clusters of processes.

In short, the framework identifies possible psychological processes through which experiences of climate change may affect people’s perceptions and behaviors and substantiates these processes with findings from basic and applied research. As such, the present article enables a more systematic and theory-based consideration of the effects of climate change experiences and opens up promising avenues for future research and theory development.

2. A process-oriented conceptual framework to understand the role of experiencing climate change

We propose that the defining characteristic of a potential personal ‘experience’ of climate change be that it can be detected with one’s own senses. Such experiences can include environmental changes (e.g., glacier retreat, observable changes to animal and plant life) and single or relatively short-lived events (e.g., heat waves, floods). By contrast, if an experience is mediated through reports from other people or the media, then for the purposes of the framework considered here such an event cannot be considered to be a direct personal experience. Also, being resident in an area that has been exposed to climate change is not equated with personal experience in our framework. As we will show in more detail below, for an event to qualify as a personal experience in psychological terms, people need to subjectively notice and further process the event or change.

One defining aspect of an experience that warrants attention is its valence. Climate change experiences can, in principle, be perceived as negative, as neutral, or even positive. Nonetheless, the impacts of climate change are predominantly negative (O’Neill et al. 2017), as are public perceptions thereof (Steentjes et al. 2017; Whitmarsh and Capstick 2018). Moreover, adverse experiences signal that something is wrong and that action is required (Levine and Pizarro 2004) and so are more likely to motivate change. Taken together, experiences that are perceived as negative are more likely to occur with climate change and to increase people’s willingness to mitigate and adapt. This article will therefore focus on experiences that are perceived as negative (e.g., anxiety-provoking, threatening, distressing; Demsli et al. 2017).

To understand when and how experiences motivate people to respond to climate change, we draw on established psychological theories and empirical findings and organize them in three clusters of processes (for a similar model in the context of risk communication, see Bostrom et al. 2018). First, noticing and remembering deals with factors that affect the probability that people become aware of and remember climate-related events. Some characteristics of an event, such as magnitude, frequency, or distinctiveness, may directly capture people’s attention. The extent to which people attend to personal experiences may not only depend on the characteristics of an event, but also on social processes. The second cluster comprises processes related to mental representations, including how mental representations may influence the processing of experiences and how experiences may change existing beliefs, knowledge, and subjective mental models of climate change. Processing of risks and decision-making is the third cluster of processes and describes how experiences may affect decisions via different cognitive processes.

These three clusters can be understood as processes that occur when people process the sensory information elicited by climate-related events. While triggered by sensory information, nevertheless these processes occur within the context of existing mental representations and predispositions, including memories of previous events, acquired knowledge, beliefs, values, worldviews, attitudes, and preferences (Broed et al. 2013; Kahan et al. 2011). A crucial implication of this is that existing individual predispositions (e.g., beliefs and values), particularly with respect to climate change, may affect the interpretation of new experiences, their integration into existing mental representations, and their effect on decisions (Alberini and LeDoux 2013; Myers et al. 2013). Thus, in addition to bottom-up effects there are also top-down effects, which we also consider.

a. Noticing and remembering

Living in a place that has been exposed to an event that qualifies as a potential experience of climate change does
not guarantee that people process the event further. For further processing to happen, it is essential that they pay attention to the event in the first place, which depends on various factors. To some extent a climate-related event’s objective characteristics can predict whether people attend to it. One such characteristic is the sensory accessibility of climate-related events. Some, such as temperature extremes, are quite difficult to reliably detect with one’s senses, although a range of evidence does suggest that climate change perceptions can follow temperature anomalies over time (e.g., Donner and McDaniels 2013; Egan and Mullin 2012; Hamilton and Stampane 2013). Conversely, events such as flooding involve multiple senses simultaneously (water can be touched, seen, smelled) and are therefore more likely to be noticed (for empirical evidence that supports this reasoning, see Goebbert et al. 2012). Moreover, extreme weather events that occur suddenly (e.g., hurricanes) are more noticeable and remembered more accurately than events that have slower and more gradual onsets (e.g., droughts; Howe et al. 2014; Maas et al. 2020; Ripberger et al. 2017; Shao 2016; Yantis 1993). One explanation for this is that the signals from fast-onset events are much clearer than those of gradual events.

Other event characteristics likely to capture people’s attention include magnitude and frequency (Howe et al. 2014). The larger an event is and the more frequently it occurs, the more likely it is that there will be stronger and clearer environmental signals (e.g., water covering tracts of farmland, high winds, death of plants and animals). Such events also increase the risk that people personally suffer harm, which in turn increases the likelihood that such experiences are retained in memory.

Although the objective characteristics of an event help to predict whether people notice it, it is also important to examine more subjective aspects of how people process climate-related events. Three factors that can affect whether people notice and remember an event are the extent to which they perceive it as distinct, personally relevant, and emotionally salient.

Distinctiveness refers to the subjective representation of a particular event or object as being unusual or noticeable (Hunt 2006). An event can attract attention in one of two ways (Craik 2006; Hunt 2006): first, with respect to its immediate context (Schmidt 1991), such as a hail shower on an otherwise sunny day; and second, when compared to previous experiences in a person’s long-term memory (McDaniel and Geraci 2006; Schmidt 1991). For instance, the same hail shower could strike a person as unusual because it is different from those that they have previously experienced.

A key feature of these two forms of distinctiveness is that they are both relative to a person’s own prior experiences and expectations (Hunt 2006). This is in line with the finding that the degree of abnormality or unexpectedness is a significant predictor of attention to climate-related events (Sisoo et al. 2017). A question that follows from this is if and how long-term changes to an environment may affect the perception of what is normal versus unusual and lead to different perceptions between succeeding generations (i.e., shifting baseline; see, e.g., Hamilton et al. 2018; Klein and Thurstan 2016; Moore et al. 2019).

Importantly, distinctiveness also affects how well people remember an event. Both controlled laboratory experiments (Geraci and Rajaram 2002; Schmidt 1985) and autobiographical studies (Catal and Fitzgerald 2004) show that people recall objects and events better if they experience them as distinct (i.e., as being unusual or noticeable; cf. Hunt 2006).

In a related way, personal relevance—that is, the extent to which an event is important, consequential, or otherwise relevant to oneself—likewise affects attention and memory (Conway 2005; Tomaszczzyk et al. 2008). If an event has consequences that matter to a person in some way, it is likely to receive attention. Of course, what is considered to be personally relevant depends on preexisting dispositions (e.g., preferences, worldviews, see end of this section for a more detailed discussion), and the extent to which a person extrapolates from direct experience to draw conclusions about broader impacts—a pattern that is consistent with the more general self-reference effect in memory research (Kesebir and Oishi 2010; Rogers et al. 1977).

A third attribute of experiences that affects attention and memory is the extent to which they involve emotions. Emotional stimuli capture our attention and therefore tend to be detected faster and hold attention for longer (Levine and Edelstein 2009; Reisberg 2006). In addition, emotionally salient stimuli tend to enhance information processing and deepen their encoding in memory. Overall, emotional intensity is associated with long-lasting, vivid, and accurate memories (Canli et al. 2000; Talarico et al. 2004).

An increasing number of studies have considered the role of emotion in processing information and decision-making about climate change (Chapman et al. 2017), and wider psychological research consistently points to the importance of emotions in consolidating memory (Hoscheidt et al. 2013; Laney et al. 2004). On the other hand, there is also evidence suggesting that intense negative emotions may impair memory performance (Deffenbacher et al. 2004; Hoscheidt et al. 2013).

One explanation for these apparently incompatible findings is that examining only the valence of emotions may be too simplistic. Empirical evidence suggests that discrete emotions are associated with different goals and that these goals strongly influence which aspects of an event are deemed relevant, attended to, and remembered: a frightened person is likely to focus on and remember threat-related information, whereas a sad person’s attention and memory revolves around what was lost, damaged, or missed (Levine and Burgess 1997; Levine and Edelstein 2009; Levine and Pizarro 2004; DeSteno et al. 2004). Negative emotional responses (including anger and anxiety) have similarly been found to play a specific role in mediating the influence of direct experience of climate impacts upon attitudes and intentions (Demska et al. 2017). There are also different implications for the way people understand the need or nature for action on climate change, depending on whether emotional responses are prospective (e.g., fear for the future), retrospective (e.g., sadness at loss), and whether they are linked to a sense of what is moral or ethical (e.g., anger at others perceived to be responsible for harm; Böhm 2003).

An event’s characteristics are not the only factors that determine whether people notice and remember it. People’s
## Table 1. Personal experiences of climate-relevant events: Overview of theoretically plausible direct and indirect effects and research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal process</th>
<th>Theoretically plausible hypotheses and research questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noticing and remembering</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory accessibility</td>
<td>The more senses that an event stimulates, the more likely people are to notice and remember it (number of senses involved)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The more intensively that an event stimulates people’s senses, the more likely it is that they notice and remember it (intensity of stimulation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudden vs slow and gradual onset</td>
<td>Sudden events are more likely to be noticed and remembered than those with slow and gradual onsets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memories of sudden events are more accurate than those of more gradual events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude and frequency</td>
<td>The greater in magnitude and the more frequent an event is, the higher the likelihood is that people notice and remember it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinctiveness</td>
<td>Events that are perceived as unusual with respect to previous experiences and expectations should attract more attention and be remembered better than those that are perceived as usual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent do long-term climate-related changes in the environment shift the baseline of what is normal vs unusual?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal relevance</td>
<td>The more important, consequential, or otherwise relevant to a person (based on preexisting views, preferences, and other important personal characteristics) that an event is, the more likely it is to be noticed and remembered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strong objections about climate change or its consequences (i.e., personal relevance in a “negative sense”) should increase the rejection or downplay of links between experienced events and climate change and decrease awareness and memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variations in personal relevance (e.g., because of different interests, political positions, or cherished values) are likely to moderate several of the discussed processes (e.g., emotional involvement, consumption of media, and discussion with peers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotions</td>
<td>Emotionally charged events (events that trigger strong emotional responses) are more likely to be noticed than are emotionally neutral events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emotionally charged events should result in longer-lasting, more vivid and accurate memories than emotionally neutral events do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do emotions impair memory of an event if they exceed a certain level of intensity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent do effects of specific, discrete emotions vary (e.g., with respect to memory, motivation, behavior)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are there processes by which emotional responses impede a behavioral response to climate change?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-down effects of mental representations</td>
<td>People are more likely to notice and remember events that are consistent with what they know and expect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To some extent this hypothesis conflicts with the “distinctiveness” hypothesis (that unusual events lead to more attention and better memory) and raises the following questions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is there a general tendency for either expected or unusual events to lead to more attention and better memories?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Or are there some circumstances under which expected vs unusual events lead to more attention and better memories?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and cultural processes</td>
<td>Public attention (e.g., climate-related events being discussed in the media, by elite figures, or among peers) should increase the likelihood that people notice and remember an event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Possible mechanisms that improve memory are, e.g., repetition (rehearsal) or increased depth of processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental representations</td>
<td>Experiences that are consistent with what people know and expect strengthen existing mental representations and make them more accessible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strengthened mental representations increase people’s confidence about their views and, in turn, the consistency between their views and their behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experiences that conflict with existing mental representations lead to discomfort and the motivation to reduce this state (e.g., by assimilation, accommodation, or motivated reasoning)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When the new experience is similar to any existing mental representation or the willingness to engage in effortless processing is low, it leads to a reinterpretation of the event that is consistent with existing mental representations and expectations (assimilation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When the new experience differs strongly from existing mental representations and the willingness to engage in effortless processing is high, it leads to a revision of the mental representations and expectations to include the new experience (accommodation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When an experience conflicts with a person’s established worldview, identity, values, or other important personal characteristics, they are likely to engage in motivated reasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Those who have experienced extreme weather events will be more likely to spontaneously connect associated imagery (e.g., flooding or storms) with the idea of climate change than will those who have not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
attention to an event—and their personal, visceral experience thereof—may also be guided by social processes. For example, people may become aware of an event when they hear or read about it in the media (including the weather report; Bloodhart et al. 2015), when elite figures such as politicians talk about it (Carmichael and Brulle 2017), or when their peers (e.g., friends, family, and colleagues) mention it. It is important to acknowledge here that even though people’s attention is directed toward an event by others, we are still considering only events that people experience themselves.

Social and societal processes (including discussing one’s own experiences or being reminded of them by media reports) also have the potential to affect memory processes. The more people think and talk about an event (what psychologists refer to as its rehearsal), the more likely it is that connections are created between the new information and existing mental representations. As such, the level of processing of a personally experienced event becomes deeper, leading to an increased likelihood of retrieving the information in the future (Burgess and Weaver 2003; Bohannon 1988). In line with this, the Social Amplification of Risk Framework (SARF; see Kaspenson and Kaspersson 2005; Pidgeon et al. 2003) describes how the strength of the (risk) signal associated with a particular occurrence (e.g., an extreme weather event) that has been perceived through the senses can be amplified or attenuated by a number of social processes and social actors (institutional, political, mass media, etc.; Renn 2011). Considering the SARF, one’s perception of climate risks is partly related to direct personal experience but is also fed into a process whereby persons and groups interpret (and thereby attenuate or amplify) risks in accordance with individual-level processes such as heuristics, and social processes such as group membership and political context. Particularly in the case of extreme weather events, which receive widespread attention and media commentary, processes of social amplification may render personal experience especially salient and memorable (Gavin and Marshall 2011), which could lead to individual-level attitude change and larger-scale consequences such as political action or social protest (Renn 2011). This is supported by the finding that climate change is more readily available in people’s minds when media coverage is high versus low (Brulle et al. 2012). While the SARF approach does not provide clear predictions about which events may be amplified or attenuated—for example, why certain extreme weather events receive a high level of prominence while others may be overlooked—Renn (2011) has argued that this can be complemented through the further application of resonance theory. From this perspective, the experience of extreme weather events would be expected to be amplified or to have particular salience for a person if they resonated with one of the four dominant systems that structure society: politics, economy, culture, and social relationships. For example, if an event is understood in terms of empathy with others who have been affected (social relationships) or the risk of financial losses (economy), it is more likely to be amplified and so become prominent in people’s concerns.

As already alluded to, the processes described in this section are likely to vary as a function of people’s views and preferences. For instance, it can be assumed that the more people care about things that are threatened by climate change, the more likely they are to engage with these things, monitor their state, be emotionally involved, seek relevant information (see section on decision-making and behavior), and discuss them with others. By extension, they should be more likely to notice and remember relevant events. However, if personally relevant links to climate are absent or if people who hold values or beliefs that conflict with the acknowledgment of climate change, they may reject or downplay links between experienced events and climate change and therefore notice and remember them less well (Bohr 2017; Capstick and Pidgeon 2014; Howe and Leiserowitz 2013; Kahan et al. 2011; McCright et al. 2014). Similar top-down influences may occur in socially driven attention and memory processes. For example, by choosing friends who share similar interests and media outlets that align with one’s values (Arendt et al. 2019; Bolsen and Leeper 2013; Brannon et al. 2007; Frimer et al. 2017; Knobloch-Westerwick and Meng 2009; Lönnqvist and Itkonen 2016), people create contexts in which the type of information they receive varies systematically. This implies that the extent to which people’s attention is directed toward climate-related events and the corresponding likelihood to notice and remember personal experiences depends on their social and media environment.
b. **Personal experiences and existing mental representations**

The extent to which personal experiences match existing mental representations affects how people process the new experience. For example, if people have a mental model (Bostrom et al. 1994) in which climate change causes extreme weather events, they are more prepared to notice such events and connect personal experiences of flooding, hurricanes, and the like with climate change than are people who have mental models in which extreme events and climate change are not connected (Capstick and Pidgeon 2014). Similarly, when a person has experienced a comparable event before, this is likely to be included as an additional memory within the network of existing mental representations. An experience that is consistent with what people know and expect can make these mental representations stronger and more accessible (Anderson 1983). Assuming that this makes people more confident about their views, the experience can also increase the consistency between people’s views and their behavior (Tormala and Rucker 2007). Thus, climate-related experiences that are consistent with people’s mental representations could provide the additional evidence that is necessary to turn uncertain views into firm convictions that guide behavior (for a similar argument, see Myers et al. 2013).

By contrast, when the new experience conflicts with existing mental representations, people are likely to experience a state of imbalance that they will try to reduce (Piaget and Cook 1952; Proulx et al. 2012). Two strategies that can resolve such states of imbalance are assimilation and accommodation (Illeris 2006; Piaget and Cook 1952; Proulx and Heine 2010; Proulx et al. 2012).

Assimilation is the process by which people link a new experience to existing mental representations without the need to change what they already know or believe. Take for example, an exceptional heat wave in spring. A person who assimilates this information may interpret the heat wave as a rare atmospheric phenomenon that is unlikely to repeat itself, or as part of the natural annual variability in temperature over time—the underlying mental representation of spring remains unchanged.

Accommodation, the second strategy to reduce imbalance, occurs when people create a new mental representation or modify existing ones so that they are consistent with the new experience. Accommodation typically takes places when (i) a new experience is too different to relate to any existing mental representation, and (ii) the person has the necessary motivation to engage in this mentally effortful process (Illeris 2006; Piaget and Cook 1952; Proulx and Heine 2010; Proulx et al. 2012). To illustrate, a person who accommodates the experience of a spring heat wave may link the event to climate change in a way that they have not done before and revise their expectations of what temperatures a typical spring may bring in the future.

A parallel literature on “social representations” has considered the ways in which people understand and modify their understanding of phenomena via mental representations. In this framework, representations are individually held (in mind) yet also socially shared via commonplace concepts, imagery, and metaphors (Breakwell 2001; Smith and Joffe 2013). From the perspective of social representations theory, new information—as in the case of direct experience with an extreme weather event—is incorporated into existing understanding via anchoring and objectification. Anchoring is a process whereby new information is categorized and made familiar; for example, the abstract, technical concept of climate change is conceptualized via more everyday ideas about the weather and other environmental issues. Objectification translates new concepts into more concrete images and symbols, such as heat waves or melting glaciers in the case of climate change. Smith and Joffe (2009, 2013) suggest that flooded landscapes have been used by the media in the United Kingdom in a way that makes the risk of climate change more concrete by offering a tangible, visible “proof” that climate change is occurring.

The possibility that a person may revise their mental representations in principle should not create the impression that this is done lightly. Changing mental representations (i.e., accommodation) requires substantial cognitive resources, and so assimilation might be a more appealing and convenient option (Block 1982; Illeris 2006; Proulx and Heine 2010). Empirical evidence suggests that individuals’ mental representations can be very stable across time (Krosnick and Alwin 1989) and resistant to change (Ross et al. 1975)—especially if people feel confident about their views (Tormala and Rucker 2007) and if these are central to the individual’s identity or values (Krosnick 1988; Zuwerink and Devine 1996). In this case there is a high chance that people will engage in processes that allow them to maintain their existing mental representations. This can include the tendency to selectively attend to and interpret information that is consistent with one’s beliefs and attitudes, a process known as motivated reasoning (Frimer et al. 2017; Kunda 1990; Washburn and Skitka 2017). Through such behaviors people can also evade information that does not fit into their existing cognitive structures and avoid having to engage in effortful counterargumentation or even having to change their attitudes and beliefs (Hart et al. 2009). Importantly, several studies suggest that such motivated processing occurs in the context of climate-related personal experiences (Broomell et al. 2017; Capstick and Pidgeon 2014; Fownes and Allred 2018; Hamilton et al. 2018; Hazlett and Mildenberger 2020; Myers et al. 2013; Shao and Goidel 2016).

In short, existing mental representations can influence the way events are noticed, interpreted, and remembered by providing expectations and interpretive frames (Ghosh and Gilboa 2014; Swim et al. 2010). An unspectacular experience might be enough to change the mental representation of a person who does not hold strong views about climate change, while not even the most dramatic experience can change how a firm skeptic thinks about climate change.

c. **Effects of experience on risk processing and decision-making**

To learn more about how experiences may affect behavior, it is helpful to turn to research on how people make risk decisions. In what follows, we discuss the role of experiences within two types of risk decision-making models.

The first of these theoretical perspectives is the Risk Information Seeking and Processing model (RISP; Griffin
et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2015). In the RISP model, personal experiences are likely to increase risk perception, that is the belief that one is personally susceptible to a risk (sometimes also referred to as personal relevance, issue salience, or personal involvement). This, in turn, should trigger negative emotions and increase the motivation to evaluate one’s level of knowledge, seek information (if necessary) and to think carefully about the available relevant information (systematic processing; see also Petty and Cacioppo 1986). More elaborated processing should then increase the willingness to change one’s behavior and to support relevant policies (Griffin et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2015, 2014).

There is evidence for most of these processes. For instance, people who have previously experienced flooding tend to rate the risk of being affected by similar events in the future as higher than people without prior experience of flooding (Grothmann and Reusswig 2006; Lawrence et al. 2014; Zaalberg et al. 2009; for more examples in other contexts, see Dunn et al. 2016; Knuth et al. 2014; Lujala et al. 2015; Wachinger et al. 2013). The effects of such extreme weather experiences may go beyond the immediate context of specific events such as flooding and affect how people more generally think about risks of climate change: people who have experienced flooding tend to perceive personal and local climate risks to be higher (Denski et al. 2017; Spence et al. 2011; van der Linden 2014, 2015).

The links between risk perceptions and negative emotions are also documented, both with respect to specific hazards (Keller et al. 2006; Zaalberg et al. 2009) and with respect to the broader phenomenon of climate change (Leiserowitz 2006; Ogunbode et al. 2019, 2020; Smith and Leiserowitz 2014; Sundblad et al. 2007; van der Linden 2014, 2015). Similarly, there is some evidence suggesting that negative emotions about climate change and risk perceptions increase information seeking and systematic processing (Meijnders et al. 2001; Yang et al. 2014, 2015). Evidence for the direct and indirect links between personal experiences and behavior (including policy support) is mixed (Denski et al. 2017; Dessai and Sims 2010; Grothmann and Reusswig 2006; Hasslett and Mildenberger 2020; Ogunbode et al. 2019; Spence et al. 2011; Whitmarsh 2008; Zaalberg et al. 2009). This could be due to methodological choices, such as which constructs were included in the studies or how they were operationalized (e.g., specific vs general risks and perceptions).

A more theoretical explanation for the mixed evidence is that there are different underlying mechanisms by which experience is or is not translated into action. For instance, whether or not people come to see climate change as a relevant risk that requires action is contingent on the nature of the information that their decision is based on: the more compelling the information available from an experience (including its objective and subjective features, as discussed above), the more high-effort thinking should lead to the view that this issue is a risk that requires action (Meijnders et al. 2001; Petty et al. 1995). Conversely, if people encounter information that, for them, convincingly raises doubts about the relevance of climate change and the necessity to act, in-depth thinking can also decrease people’s willingness to do so.

As with processes related to noticing, remembering, and mental representations, preexisting beliefs and preferences could influence the interpretation of information and its influence in decision-making processes. Some research suggests that those with high levels of scientific numeracy may be most motivated and able to apply new information in a way that fits with their preexisting views on climate change, whether to “use” or “explain away” the new evidence (Kahan et al. 2012). High-effort processing could actually increase such (polarizing) tendencies because it makes decisions that are consistent with preexisting beliefs and preferences more likely (Fischer and Glenk 2011).

There is a second set of risk decision-making models that can be useful to explain the effects of personal experiences on behavior. These models focus on how people respond to threatening information and have a strong focus on the emotion of fear. Converging evidence from theories about health and risk communication (Floyd et al. 2000; Maloney et al. 2011; Rogers 1975; Sheeran et al. 2014) suggests that people ask themselves two types of questions when they process threatening information: they first appraise the level of threat by evaluating its severity and the chances that they could personally be affected by it. When individuals believe that they are safe, they will not process the information further. If, on the other hand, they feel that there is a severe enough threat to them personally, they are likely to be motivated to address a resulting fear response.

A sense of being threatened initiates the second appraisal process, in which people consider their coping options by evaluating the effectiveness of possible remedies and their ability to implement them. The result of this second appraisal process determines how individuals reduce their fear: if they believe that they are able to take steps that effectively reduce or avert the threat (self-efficacy), individuals are likely to reduce their fear by tackling the threat directly through changes in their intentions and behaviors. For example, if a person can take effective action to remove themselves from the path of a dangerous storm, they are likely to do so. Alternatively, if individuals conclude that they are unable to effectively address a threat, they may engage in coping strategies that reduce their fear rather than addressing the threat itself; this can include ignoring or downplaying the threat (Floyd et al. 2000; Maloney et al. 2011).

As a general rule, it can be assumed that people will evaluate minor climate events (e.g., small and slow developments such as incremental temperature increases or changes in rainfall patterns) as inconsequential to them directly and not further process their experience in terms of a fear response. By contrast, more extreme events are more likely to be perceived as severe and to be processed further (Howe et al. 2014).

Again, the course of action that people take will, in part, depend on their self-efficacy beliefs, which are shaped by a person’s history and past experiences (Floyd et al. 2000). When people successfully avert or reduce a climate change–related threat through deliberate behaviors, their self-efficacy beliefs should become stronger and the likelihood of them tackling such threats in the future should increase. By contrast, if people fail to perceive that they have been able to personally reduce a threat, their self-efficacy beliefs are likely to
decrease and lead them toward responses that reduce the negative emotions associated with the threat but not the threat itself (Floyd et al. 2000; Maloney et al. 2011; Seligman 1975). In the case of extreme weather, it is highly questionable whether individuals can actually take action that reduces the likelihood of these being influenced by climate change—and yet research has shown that people perceive themselves to have the ability to reduce the risks of climate change by changing their behavior, which in turn predicts their behavioral intentions (Spence et al. 2011).

3. Discussion

To understand how personal experiences affect perceptions of climate change and the willingness to act as individuals, it is crucial to carefully examine the psychological processes that can be triggered by personal experiences and that may in turn influence the processing of such experiences. The present article has organized established theoretical contributions and empirical findings from psychology and other social sciences in a comprehensive framework consisting of three clusters of psychological processes: 1) whether and how people notice and remember an experience, 2) how the experience may be influenced by and affect mental representations (e.g., beliefs about climate change), and 3) how an experience affects risk processing and decision-making. Moreover, we discuss how existing individual predispositions (e.g., beliefs and values) may moderate these processes.

To sum up, the consideration of these three clusters of intertwined psychological processes suggests that personal experiences of climate change–related events can influence how people think and feel about this issue and how they are likely to act. Yet it is crucial to note that much beyond the actual occurrence of a climate-related or extreme weather event needs to happen for a single experience to change mental representations or alter people’s behavior. This also challenges, although does not preclude, the notion that experiencing a single climate-related event can, like a switch, significantly change the way a person feels about the issue.

There are several ways in which future research could build on the present paper. First, specific aspects of the proposed processes could be tested in detail. For instance, researchers could conduct a longitudinal study to examine when and how mental representations change and how persistent these changes are. This would help to understand the conditions under which people incorporate climate-related changes (e.g., frequency of extreme events or disruptions of the seasons) into their existing beliefs and to distinguish between short- and long-term effects (see Capstick et al. 2015). Researchers could also explore ways to experimentally test the proposed processes, for example by exposing people to different types of personal climate experiences using virtual reality tools (Breves and Schramm 2021; Fauville et al. 2020; Petersen et al. 2020). To facilitate the planning of future studies, we provided specific hypotheses and research questions for the discussed processes (Table 1).

Second, future research could explore the sequence of the proposed processes and their relationships. For didactic simplicity, we have discussed one theoretical perspective at a time. However, the processes we propose do not necessarily occur in the suggested order and they may influence each other in various ways. For instance, we noted that having successfully averted climate-related risks in the past can influence a person’s perceptions of their ability to act and thereby affect their course of action (see Ogunbode et al. 2019). That is, decisions and behavior should not be exclusively thought of as the last element in a causal chain, but also as an important source of information for future behavior.

A third avenue for future research could be to distinguish between different types of climate change actions. For instance, some of the processes outlined in the present framework may be different for mitigation (i.e., steps intended to reduce the extent of climate change) and adaptation (i.e., steps to prepare and deal with its negative effects). To illustrate, theories that are interested in how people react to threatening information typically use self-protective behaviors as outcome variables. Conceptually, this focus is more closely related to adaptation—where the goal is to prevent or reduce damages—than to mitigation. Future research could investigate the extent to which different theories and models can explain mitigation and adaptation behaviors (including private sphere, public sphere, and political behavior; see, e.g., Stern 2000) and refine the framework presented here. Another approach would be to examine how lay people understand and categorize different types of behaviors and whether these are guided by different processes (for an example in the context of energy transition, see Böhm et al. 2019).

A fourth avenue for future research could be to compare different types of experiences. In this article, personal experiences were defined as experiences that are detectable with one’s own senses. However, it could also be argued that people are capable to empathize with others and that their accounts (i.e., vicarious experiences) may trigger processes similar to those described in this article (e.g., emotions such as sadness or fear).

Fifth, although the framework presented in this article includes a comprehensive set of processes, it is not exhaustive and there are several ways in which it could be extended by future research. For example, research on trauma and mental health offers an additional perspective that could help to understand people’s perceptions of extreme events and their behaviors regarding climate change (Berry et al. 2010; Cunsolo and Ellis 2018; Fritz et al. 2008).

To conclude, a key contribution of this article is that the effect of experiences is more complex and nuanced than is commonly assumed in the literature. Experience may very well be “the best teacher” (Akerlof et al. 2013; see also Reser et al. 2014), but people also have a tendency to succumb to processes by which “believing is seeing” (Lorenzoni and Hulme 2009). To understand when and how experiences are consequential, it is important to acknowledge the multifaceted processes they can involve and give rise to rather than to base research projects or campaigns on our own intuitive mental models of how people process information—for example, that if only “proof” is provided of climate change, this will lead to attitude change. Only through detailed empirical study of the psychological and
social processes and their contingencies can the effects of personal experiences be thoroughly understood.
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